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New rules
BOG drafts nepotism code
By ANN GILL
Editor in chief

A Bloomington attorney's
investigation into nepotism and
illegal hiring practices at
Eastern has led the Board of
Governors to draft a systemwide
nepotism policy.
The policy is reflected in a
1990 investigation into illegal
hiring practices that surfaced
under Verna Armstrong, former
vice president for administration
and fi nance, two years ago . That
ulitmately led to a board investigation by Bloomington attorney
Dav id Stanczak and the recomme nda t ion of a sys te mwide
nepotism policy.
Th e propo sed policy is an
amendment to BOG regulations,
said Mi c helle Brazell , BOG
spokeswoman.
Chancellor Thomas Layzell
presented the proposal to the
board during the BOG's July
meeting, and the policy will be
voted on by the trustees at
Thursday's meeting at Western
Illinois University in Macomb.
Stanczak's report was a result
of a BOG investigation into the
hiring of two of Armstong's
sons and other relatives, as well
as the appointment of several
individuals to postions directly
under the office of the vice president for administration and
finance.
Prior to the July meeting,
Brazell said each university currently has a set of hiring guide-
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lines used to deal with conflicts
of interest.
The Stanczak report states,
"While a carefully drafted nepotism policy can contribute to the
prevention of conflict of interest, university administrators
must also be aware of the need
to avoid personal decisions
which may comply with the letter of such a policy, but which
create the appearance of conflicts of interest or favoritism

based on familial relationships."
In addition to allegations of
nepotism and illegal hiring practices under Armstong, the Peace
Meal program in 1991, under
the direction of Mike Strader,
was investigated for alleged
nepotism and favoritism.
An investigation of the Peace
Meal program did not find evidence to support the allegations.
However, the human resources

• Continued on page 2

KEVIN KILHOFFER/Assoc. photo editor

Hate
Anti-gay graffiti, such as this outside Stevenson Tower Wednesday
afternoon, continues to be found on Eastern's campus.

CharlestOii por.c·e:out to;deter jay-walkers
By DAVID M. PUTNEY

Staff writer

Police have issued several verbal warnings to pedestrians caught jaywalking at the
corner Qf Roosevelt Avenue and Ninth
Street in the hopes the pedestrians will voluntarily use the crosswalks and no tickets
will have to be issued, the Charleston police
chief said Wednesday.
·
Charleston police chief Herb Steidinger
said several officers have witnessed pedestrians jaywalking at the corner, which is
near Carman Hall and Greek Court, but
have issued only verbal warnings. He added
police have issued 16 tickets to motorists

and two tickets to bicyclists who failed to
stop at the newly installed stop sign on
Ninth Street.
Officers have stepped up patrols of the
intersection, which falls under the jurisdiction of Charleston police, but not as part of a
citywide crackdown on jaywalking ,
Steidinger said. In lobbying for the sign, a
Student Government group saitl students
would use the crosswalks if the city installed
the stop sign, he said.
Student senate member Dan Byer said at
the Oct. 21 senate meeting he would be present at the comer for several mornings and
was planning to send letters to students who
live near the intersection to encourage stu-

dents to obey the law. Neither have been
done yet, but senate speaker Luke Neumann
said Wednesday night that senate still will
be going ahead with the plans in the near
future.
Steidinger said the heavy patrols would
continue until pedestrians comply fully with
the law. He added that jaywalking violations
have significantly declined at the intersection since the sign was installed.
In addition, crews are hoping to finish
rebuilding the curbs and sidewalks at the
northwest comer of the intersection before
before poor winter weather sets in, said
Charleston mayor Wayne Lanman. He said

city crews are doing the work, and the project is expected to cost around $1,500 in
materials, with the city hoping to recover
some of that figure from Eastern.
"(The city council) wanted to change the
angle of the sidewalk," he said. "They figured the angle of the new (sidewalks) would
be better for the crosswalks."
The stop sign was placed on Ninth Street
where it crosses Roosevelt Avenue after
being approved at the Oct. 20 city council
meeting following several months of campaigning by mostly Student Senate members.

Clinton smells victory with comfortable lead
HOUSTON (AP) - Bill Clinon, comfortably ahead in the
lls since July, needs to stay balced in the campaign's remain. g six days. He must avoid both
issteps and overconfidence.
More and more, the Arkansas
ovemor is acting like he smells
ictory.
The crowds that come out to
e him are larger now. Security

is tighter. The contingent of
reporters covering him has
grown. His motorcades are getting longer, rivaling those of
President Bush.
Some supporters even shout
"Mr. President" at him.
Clinton clearly is enjoying
some of this new prestige, radiating confidence and even joy.
"One more week!" he shouted

with exuberance at a rally
Tuesday night in Lafayette, La.,
prompting a return chant from the
enthusiastic crowd of supporters.
In recent speeches, Clinton has
mixed his standard criticism of
GOP policies with the kind of
conciliatory gestures often made
by a winning candidate the day
after an election.
On Tuesday, as he stumped

through the South, Clinton talked
about forging "a new majority for
change" and urged his audiences
to "think about what's going to
happen after the election."
When a protester at a rally in
Augusta, Ga., screeched "draft
dodger" at him, Clinton told supporters, "Just relax, you only

+ Continued on page 2

News returns
Or) Monday
Due to fall break, The
Daily Eastern News will not
publish on Friday.
The News will resumeteguIar publication

on Monday.
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New rules
•From page 1
investigation did indicate that
safeguards were not in place to
avoid nepotism and favoritism.
The policy calls for employees to avoid creating the appearance of nepotism or conflict of
interest by removing themselves
from the hiring process or having a third party review the
decision when a close relative
or member of the same household is involved.
Because of the influence of
power, the chancellor, vice
chancellors, president or vice
presidents of the institution are
to .refrain from hiring any
relative or member.'.of .the· s.ame .
household that he/she would
supervise, Brazell added.
If passed at Thursday's meeting, Eastern and the four other

BOG universities will be required to amend their current
hiring guidelines to fit with the
approved policy, Brazell said.
In other board action, trustees.
are scheduled to vote to increase
the salary of system presidents
by 3.75 percent.
Currently system presidents
receive a salary of $104,040
which would be raised to
$107 ,940 if passed.
Brazell said the last pay
increase was in 1991 when the
current salary was raised from
$92,000.
Salaries in the BOG system
fall short than other Illinois
institut,i9ns which on the average have a pay scale of
$112,416 for Board of Regents
uni versides', such 1
H'iiniffs"
State. Southern Illinois Uiii~ ·

as

Clinton
+ From page J

And Clinton and his aides keep
have to put up with it for six more saying they're taking nothing for
days."
granted, particularly if the race
Later, he noted at little whimsically continues to tighten.
"We're the challenger, we're the
that, after the election, "there'll be
no charges to answer." Clinton also outsider, we ' re the underdog ,"
has been able to keep above what Begala insisted.
he called "all this name calling and
It's something Clinton may have
stuff" between Bush and Ross to keep reminding himself as the
days wear down and as he finds it
Perot.
Aides were having trouble dis- increasingly hard to avoid sucguising their glee over the latest tiff cumbing to premature victory
between the Bush and Perot cam- fever.
paigns and the accusations of para- . No one kn~ws exactly what
noia ancl stioopip,g., .
~~ac~ ~erot will have on the race
. t'1on'vwas
' •..,a01ie..... to.;,,;_uas
• k on
~ · 'th ·- m. mdiv1dual battleground .states.
Cl m
e
.
.
high road and talk about his goals Most analysts think Perot will f;:ide
"to lift our country up." "Voters from the 20 perc~nt le_vel o~ s~p
aren't electing an attack dog," said port he now enjoys m o~mion
campaign adviser Paul Begala. polls, partly as a ~esult of hi~ out"The big thing is the other two burst ~onda~ against Republ~cans.
guys are fighting each other while But this hasn t shown up yet m the
he ' s talk'mg abou t th e economy. " polls.
"W ,
k'
h.
.k
sti'll ' there •s a danger m
· all th'is:
e re wor er
mg im 1i e. a
1 " 'd
complacency.
mu e, sai one mton strate~ist,
After all , as Bush campaign who conceded. that. the tech~ique
spokeswoman Torie Clarke likes to could backfire if Clmt?n begms to
point out, the only poll that really have too many more mghts of four
hours or less of sleep.
counts is the one taken on Nov. 3.

versity's president receives an
annual salary of $133,584 and
the University of Illinois' --president receives $153,600.
Brazell said Layzell _will
request that his current salary of
$117 ,300 remain at its current
level. She added that Layzell 's
salary is the lowest in the state
as well.
Chancellor's salaries vary
across the state, Brazell said.
The chancellor for the Board of
Regents receives $127,740,
slightly lower is the pay for
Southern Illinois' chancellor at
$126,760. The highest chancellor's pay is $162,500 at the
University of Illinois.
Brazell added Layzell's last
salary increase was in 1991
when!~ 'i ~ :

$105,000.
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•From page 1
"They shafted the economy
and they made up their ads.
Don't be suckered by it. It' s
not true ." The program is
funded by the U.S. Department of Education, the grant
period began Oct. 1 and continues through Sept. 30, 1993.
The program will not exceed
$85,092.
• The grant will also cover
a purchase item of $33,845
for evaluation services with
Development Associates, Inc.
of Arlington, Va. ,
• A request for the purchase of 130 episodes of the
television show "Bonanza"
for WEIU televison from the
Republican Distribution Corp.
The complete cost is
$26,000; each episode will be
run four times, during a twoyear period.
- Staff report
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'Asylum'
makes
big hit
By BRIAN HUCHEL
Staff writer

Horrifying hordes of ghosts
and goblins were out to scare
everyone in sight during the 5th
annual Residence Hall Association haunted house.
The haunted house, or "The
Asylum" as it's called this year, is
a project sponsured by RHA.
Under the supervision of the
haunted house committee, chairman Joe Higginson has been planning tht< "Asylum" since midSeptember.
· The house was inspired by a
Batman comic book.
"The Asylum" was held on
Tuesday and Wednesday from 810 p.m. in Thomas Hall.
For the past several years
Thomas Hall has been the usual
site for RHA's annual haunted
houses. Last year's house was
entitled, "Bad Dreams." This was
taken from a story about a man
who suffered from nightmares
after spending his nights watching
horror movies.

SARAH ANTONIO/Staff photographer

The kitchen of the haunted house in Thomas Hall was one of the many frights offered in the haunted house. The house was sponsored by
Residence Hall Association as part of RHA's annual fund raising efforts. Money raised by RHA will be donated to the local chapter of the United
Way.
... .
j

As in past years, the RHA con.verts all of the hallways ,in
Thomas Hall. basenrerrt IDid ~a·
majority of the larger basement
rooms into horrifying contraptions for the "The Asylum".
Some of the scenes of "The
Asylum" included ~ confusing
maze, a mysterious shadow room,
an insane "Asylum" room and a
terrifying Hannibal Lecter room

Senate gives message
to Recreation Board
By SUSAN KIEL
Student government editor

Th1 .S tudep.t Se~!1~te ~qce
).gafd tlfiteci' .the approval of
additional allocations to the
Sports/Recreation Board, previously approved by the Apportionment Board at its. meeting
Wednesday.
Senate member Tom Puch
suggested tabling the allocations
in an effort to "send a message"
to Sports/Recreation that the
students want something done
about the damage to the weight
floor in the Recreation Center
that has yet to be repaired.
"That floor has been (damaged) seven out of the eight
weeks we have been here," Puch
said. "I think the (students) I and
others represent would like to
see something done about.this."
After the senate voted to table
the approval of the allocations
for an additional week, Puch
said, "I wouldn't rule out tabling
these for another week, or indefinitely, until we get an answer to
(when the floor is going to be
repaired)."
In other business, the senate
approved
ew student oxganization, the Latter Day Saints
Student Association, a group
affiliated with the (:hurch of

Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints, otherwise known as the
Mormons.
w_~il~ !he grpqp is affiliated
with the church, it will not be
exclusive to members of the
church. A representative from
the group. said all students will
be welcome.
"I want to commend Student
Senate in playing a role to help
educate and broaden the minds
of students on campus," said
senate member Bobby Smith.
"We did this with the recognition of the Lesbian Gay
Bisexual and Allies Union last
week and then again this week
with the recognition of the
Latter Day Saints Association. I
think we took great steps in the
advancement of the univ.ersity
and all the (senate members)
here."
' ,.·senate alsb arino.upo~df\vie1f
the polling -placeS for: t'he'.Stlf·
dent Government elections on
Nov. 11 will be held.
Polls will be located in the
east and west entrances to
Lumpkin Hall, the north and
south entrances to Coleman
Hall, the Student Recreation
Ce.nte.r, the Walkway of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union as well as in
Buzzard Building.

ideas, and then we picked which
ones were best."
Higginson added that besides
Eastern students, others were also
invited to walk through the house.
"We're also having (Charleston) kids go through the house on
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. before
the house (officially) opens up,"
Higginson said.

Li~e last year, RHA expected a
total of 500-700 people to pass
through "The Asylum" for both
nights this year. However, as of
Tuesday, the attendance has only
reached a total of 300 people.
"Though 'The Asylum' is used
as a fund raiser for RHA and part
of the money will go to the
United Way, it is still a lot of
fun," Higginson said.

Tree society surpasses goal
By KIM OSTERMEIER

''

Staff writer

The National Tree Society has
surpassed its original goal after The pledge class was happy to do this procollecting over 3,500 pounds of
tree seeds for the Illinois De- ject for the community and th.e .environ- ·::..."
. . ., . . . .," ,. , ; . irt' I• '°f..• i: 1'"" ,-.._-\•"'", ...;<~"!
partment of Conservation to use men t.
for various central Illinois conKeith Valentino
servation projects.
Delta Tau Delta community service chair
Helping in the effort were
Delta Tau Delta fraternity and
the
humanitarian
group
E.A.R.T.H. (Expanding Awarely Bob Wagner, the project organess and Responsibility Towards save the environment.
Bill
Frain,
co-president
of
nizer
and district 10 forester,"
Humanity).
E.A.R.T.H.,
said
this
project
he
added.
"The pledge class was happy
The collected seeds will be
to do this project for the com- was important because "trees are
beautiful
beacons
of
nature
in
a
grown
into about 75,000 seedmunity and the environment,"
society."
concrete
lings
which
are expected to be
said Keith Valentino, communi"~.A.R.T.H. and Delta Tau
transplanted
into
this area.
ty service chair for Delta Tau
·
Delta
were
both
very
helpful
in
The
next
meeting
for anyone
Delta.
goal,"
said
Brian
surpassing
our
interested
in
The
National
Tree
Delta Tau Delta also plans to
director
of
the
Illinois
Society
is
sche,duled
at
7
p.m.
Nordin,
do other work in conjunction
with The National Tree Society Tree Society and an Eastern Nov. 12 in the Charleston Public
Library.
b}' plantin& trees on c~mpus and graduate.
"(Thanks)
to
all
who
assisted
For more information, call
~ing 'G1W(--t,,p-dq'or:collect~ng.
t~e project1 bpth (andown- Brian Nordin at 345-2097.
with
signatures:to-.°'li-ij:l "In~'the fight-;to:
" ' ..~ ~
;. ~· er~~~Pa volunteers, and especial- ·
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In Tuesday's edition of The Daily Eastern News, Faculty Senate Chair Ed Marlow was correctly quoted, in
regards to the Council on Academic Affairs' "Review of the Major," as saying, (CAA) "will soon be reviewing all of Eastern's available majors to decide which majors may be permissible to drop."
Howe.ver, CAA chai Kathlene Shank, said CAA is on!}' reviewing undergraduate majors that do not lead
to teacher certification, not all majors. She said CAA is not reviewing majors to decide wnicli major~ may be
permissible to drop.
The News regrets the errors.

ON CAMPUS

,,.~

Lunch: Hai:n &. Cheese Sandwich \::::;%,,, ..
_ Dinner: ltahan Beef w I Mozzarella ~\t:.

~~::~~

•
'

art

FREE GIVEAWAYS

Bud Light &.. Miller Lite Drafts
Halloween Bowls

32 oz. $2la, 20 oz. $1 25
Pitchers $2ll
Little 3 Spinners(shots) $1 s
Stoli Mixers $225
•

of . cam~ ·~.~ ~ith -a .whole li~t of

(tak1;n.froµi.tµ.e movie ,;Silence
the Lambs").
In addition, there were several
committee members posed as
ghoulish creatures roaming
around just waiting for someone
to walk by.
Higginson said, "I don't know
(how we came up with all the
insane ideas). Everybody on the
committee just got together and

, .

Lunch: Hoagy steak w/fries $249
$ 1 25 Lite &. MGD Boo Bottles
*lfyour bottle has a ghost on it,
you can win a prize I
.Tonite:. Smothered fries $1

,(
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OPINION
page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
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Handicapped
get a neede~ Jift
froln students
Upcoming activities in Handicapped
Awareness Month will only ~erve to remind
Eastern's campus that the administration at
this university has again left their handicapped population out in the cold.
Members of the Disabilities Awareness
Project will be giving Eastern students a
chance to live life in a wheelchair. Panhellenic
and lnterfraternity Council members along
with Student Senate and the Residence Hall
Association will be participating in the games,
designed to raise money for a gift fund for
disabled students. The gift
fund is money designated
to improving handicapped accessibility.
It is high time that students took an active
role in improving the handicapped situation
on campus, and the groups involved should
be commended. However, it is disappointing
the the university will again play the role of
an ignorant observer.
The American Disabilities Act of 1990 mandates that colleges are required to provide
the handicapped access to each classroom on
campus, or at least an alternative route.
McAfee Gymnasium, Blair Hall and Student
Services just some of the buildings on campus
that either are entirely off limits or would
stretch the interpretation of the Act's meaning of "alternative route."
The Physical Science Building, Life Science
Building and Buzzard Building are also campus trouble spots for handicapped students.
A 1991 Student Senate report outlined
almost every-building inaccessibility on campus. Despite tfiis, and follow up reports by
The Daily Eastern News and other student
organizations, the university continues to
drag its feet.
While many of Eastern's Handicapped
Awareness Month events are fun-oriented
activities, the fact that Eastern has failed to
adequately react to the needs of the handicapped is no laughing matter.
Student should get more involved in making daily activities normal for the handicapped population. But students should not
be the only group that should come to the
events, the administration should come out as
well.

News chief oids campus fond farewell
This is my final curtain call.
After 79 issues as editor in
chief of The Daily Eastern News
the curtain closes on one of the
be5t experiences of my life.
It has been a pleasure to serve
you - the readers of The News.
Readers have gone from students, faculty and community
members to those as far away as
California and Texas.
For the past three years the Ann
"big blue gym" that Is The Dally Giii
Eastern News headquarters has - - - - - - been my home, and the paper you grab each day has
been my life.
The paper you grasp in your hand is a symbol of
months of hard work, dedication and the growth of
over 30 individuals - each of which I hold close to my
heart and are deserving of all the thanks in the world.
As editor I have learned so many things - too many
to name - but none of which will ever be forgotten.
When joining tfle staff more than three years ago, I
never thought I would reach the point of editor in
chief.
But I did, and along the way I witnessed the exit
and entrance of Eastern's "top leader," campus
growth, a war, a near faculty strike, a proposed White
Student Union, a gay student union, the death of stu-

dent Peter Giese to the meningitis virus and so much
more.
I witnessed my own grave as part of Alcohol
Awareness Week and learned of my near arrest for
American Cancer Society. In many cases I have felt
like a celebrity.
But most of all this position has been a learn!
·
experience.
From angry students, faculty, administrators, co
munlty members and politicians and even those
away embattled In controversy over adminlstra
action have taught me that when faced with probl
"Tell the Truth and Don't be Afraid."
Don't be afraid to take chances, don't be afraid
say what you think or tell what you know and, most
all, don't be afraid to take criticism and compliments.
On Monday, I was told what a good job I had d
and for t~e first time I felt good about what the s
and I have been working for. So to the hard world
lady in the president's office, thanks. And thanks to
of those who have stood behind The News.
Personal thanks to my staff, the girls, the Gill's
my fans in Grundy County.
Break a leg Evette Pearson and I'll see all of you
the top. _

- A_nn Giii Is editor In chief and a guest co/um
forThe Daily Eastern News.
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~you, won't you, will
.qq• I• .•Will
you, won't you, will you
join the dance?

........................= ...
s

Charles Lutwidge Dodgson
'-~------·-·---------·----

Cartoonist's career draws to a close
I'm Rich Bird.
Gay Community, the football team, the hockey
The deal Is that I draw carMayor Wayne Lanman, the greeks, Student Sen
toons, a lot of cartoons; six of the
the folks in Old Main, former President Stan Rives,
last seven semesters worth. And
Republicans, the Democrats. the hawks, the dov
. pro-lifers, and pro-choice kids too. I even received
today I'm stepping down.
There comes a time when ,,
letter from an irate UPS delivery man.
people have to take a step back,
One thing strikes me as funny though. I've g
look at things in a different perPresident Bush a good amount hassling, but he
not mind because he never complains.
spective, and decide what's most
important in their lives. I've done
In all that time, I have met many people, and I thl1
it's pretty safe to say that ther~ have been more
that, and I think it's time to be a Rich
student again, but before I sign
who have known me than I've been able to meet. I
my signature and take off, there Bird
met them in town, at parties, in the dorms, in cl
are a few things I'd like to make - - - - - - • and just about everywhere someone could look me
the eye and say, "Hey, aren't you ... "
note of.
However, there are three that will always stick
He's a pig. Not an aardvark, kangaroo, or a wombat for that matter. And it's The Pig. That's it. He's not me. With very little effort, and more genuine con
Mr. Pig, Little Piggy, or that little pig dude. Thank You.
they established themselves in that little place beh
Six semesters is one hell of a long time. I look at dreams, and fond remembrances ... They said,
the cartoons that say Rich Bird '90 and let me tell you, you." They were about different issues at differ
it's a weird feeling. During that time, I've been hang- times from three completely different people.
ing out with the burgeoning journalists of tomorrow.
One was a thank you for a tribute to a man wh
and while they were worried about cutlines and prop- cat provided joy to millions of children. Another w
er AP style, I was drawing sarcastic pigs and voice thank you from a young man who appreciated
balloons.
attention given to a group of outcast students.
There were some bad bouts with cartoonist's block, last was from a Lt. Colonel in the United States A
some days when I would come to the office in the Reserve about a cartoon drawn on the eve of a
dark and leave in it, and more than a few missed
And although there were times when he swore I
meals. But all things considering I wouldn't trade in a wasting my time here, my Dad said, "Thanks, son. w
I wouldn't' trade that for a million bucks, (and
single day of it for all the money in the world .
This cartoon business has been feast or famine. I sidering the pay, that's saying something). If I n
either gained people's respect and admiration, or pick up a pen again (fat chance) at least I can say I
heaping amounts of their bitterness and acrimony. But been fun. Good Luck to "the new guy," and thank
in any case they were as much a part of the job as all for bothering to read. See you in the funnies. Pax.
long hours, bad coffee, and those ink stains that won't
come off my hands. I've caught it ~aod~/~111,j'i~l~WM-iW~'jdfj,.ilitiiiMifiiflijMI
-Whtte-StodenH:tntorr;-ttre-B1ct<TS
t IJI
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New News staff takes reins

~

The Daily Eastern News will
are:
have a. change of faces when a
• Activities editor - Beth
new editorial staff takes over with
Raichle, a freshman from Crete
its first issue Monday.
Monee.
Senior Evette Pearson will be
• Administration editor - Dave
the new editor in chief, replacina
Putney, a junior from Peoria. ·
Ann Gill, a senior from Coal City.
• Campus editor - John Ferak,
Pearson, a native of Chicago, is in
a sophomore from Plainfield.
charge of supervising a staff of
• City editor - Susan Kiel, a
approximately 30 editors and
sophomore from Wheaton.
reporters. She is a journalism
• Student government editor major and has worked previously
Nicole McGuire, a freshman from
for the news as associate ·n ews
Pittsburgh, Pa.
editor, editorial page editor, fea• Features editor - Jennifer
tures editor, campus editor and
Krogh, a junior from South Holactivities editor. Gill will take
land.
• Photo editor - Mari Ogawa, a
over as senior repc.rter.
Sue Rzepka will remain on the
senior from Yokohama, Japan.
• Assoc. photo editor - Kevin
executive staff as managing ediKilhoffer, a senior from Normal. .
tor, but there will be some new
Evette Pearson
• Verge editor - Steve Lysaker,
additions which include Chris
Sondheim as news editor, Cassie Lake, who will take over as asso- a sophomore from Troy.
Simpson as associate news editor ciate Verge editor.
• Assoc. Verge editor - Laura
and current edit page editor Chris
Durnell,
a senior from Wonder
Simpson, who currently serves
Seper.
as administration editor, takes Lake.
Rzepka, a senior from Chicago, over as associate news editor,
• S~rts editor -:- Keit~ Farr~H, r
will be in charge of supervising replacing Pearson. SimpsQn.. a . a sophomore fiom Belle'Vifte'.~.,,;...~ .•.
the production aspect of the 'unior from Casey will also edit ' ' _1i.r ~ssbc.' spefts:Yedi!O? .;. ·~7 au
newspaper.
L _·.
;- ' · ·• - - · - - Omstt 1l sophomore from Arhng.
.
sJone.s and-assist the staff.
'
_Currently city editor, Su~d:- ,.,- . Seper, a sophomore from West ton Heights.
he1m, ~ sophomore from <;:harles- Chicago, remains the edit page
• Senior reporter - Ann Gill, a
'bl ~
senior from Coal City.
ton, Will become responsible for editor H w'll be
.
d
d' .
da'l
. e 1
respons1 e 1or
S .
h
h
M'k
p1annmg an coor matmg . .1 y working with columnists, fielding
• emor p otograp er - 1 e
news co~erage as well as editing letters to the editor and coordinat- Anschuetz, a senior from Peoria.
. -rh
N ews ' ed't
·a1 board.
news articles. He
. replaces Laura mg
~. e
1 on
Durnell, a senior from Wonder
The News' new staff editors
- Staff report
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CAA examines health major
By TERESA JOHNSON
Staff writer

ters."
Shank said she will make suggestions to respond
to various points made in the letter.
The Council on Academic Affairs will continue
In other business:
its Review of the Major, concentrating on the health
• Terry Weidner, acting associate vice president
studies major at its 2 p.m. meeting in the Tuscola- for academic affairs, will update the council on the
Arcola Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. class attendance policy.
"He will be ~plaining internal government poJi.or format incJudes cies and catalog copy which are being reviewed to
~"'~~.." ." 'enr specifled see if they are consistent with the attendance poliand dae development of a system to see how well the cy;• Shank said.
department is achieving those objectives.
• CAA will also receive a letter from Phoebe
Rob Bates, health studies chair; Barbara Walker, Church, chair of the ~ouncil of chairs, which will inassociate professor in health studies; and Kathy elude some questions and comments relative to the
Doyle, health studies professor, will answer ques- Review of the Major. Church has been invited to
tions according to the CAA review format of the address her letter to the council, Shank said.
major.
• Herb Lasky. honors director, will be appointing
Also at Thursday's meeting, the counci.l will dis- new members to the honors council. Those Lasky
cuss a letter Robert Pringle, vice chancellor for aca- plans to appoint are Robert Meier, professor in comdemic affairs, sent to provost and vice president for puter operations management; Douglas Bock,
academic affairs Barbara Hill, regarding the 120 speech communication professor; Alan Baharlou,
semester hour graduation requirement for under- geology and geography chair; and Ebrahim Kargraduate programs.
bassioon, economics professor. Shank said CAA has
"On Feb. 13, CAA sent a letter to the Board of to approve those appointments.
Governors expressing concern with 120 hour limit,"
•The council will also vote on the revised course
said CAA chair Kathlene Shank. "(The) Council on proposal for Communication Disorders and Sciences
•Teacher Education also sent a letter March 10. The 4800 and a related change in the communication disletter 1le sent td Hilt:-is-in response -to-those.two let-.. orders anq ~es major.
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"KID EGO"
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music by: Ozzy, Led Zepplin, Aerosmith,
Guns-n-Roses, Skid Row, plus more.

U

Rock-n-Roll Show

Admission $1 (8-10 w/coupon)
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g~ "DASH
RIPROCK" g
Rock-~-Roll
~
Show From Effingham

O

music by: Tesla, Firehouse, Pearl Jam,
Van Halen, Aeroamlth, plus more.

O

N

Admission $1 8-10 w/coupon)

N

*.FALL.SPECIAL'*
Medium 1 Topping Pizza
Only

$499

+Tax

or

2 Medium 1 Topping Pizzas

0n ly

$898-

+Tax

For Fast, Free Delivery Call
348-5454
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Russia eyes atomic threat
MOSCOW (AP) - Russia has created a new spy
department to combat the potential threat from nuclear
and chemical weapons belonging to former Soviet
republics and other neighbors, a foreign intelligence
agent said today.
Agents will operate inside and outside the former
Soviet Union, said Gennady Yevstafiev, head of the
new Department for Weapons Control and NonProliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction.
He told a news conference that Russia was especially worried about states along its borders developing a
nuclear capability. He singled out Pakistan and North
Korea, an ally of the former Soviet Union.
Yevstafiev said while the end of the Cold War has
reduced the likelihood that either superpower will use
nuclear or chemical weapons, Russia fears such
weapons could be used in regional clashes.
Ethnic strife was reported in 76 spots in the former
Soviet Union before it collapsed at the end of 1991.
All short-range nuclear weapons have since been

FBI to open
confieential ·
JFK recoffis
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
FBI said today that in compliance with a new law requiring
disclosure of most documents
relating to the assassination of
John F. Kennedy, it will open
"the few remaining FBI records"
that are still confidential.
FBI Director William S.
Sessions said he began in May to
plan for releasing the records in
anticipation of the law signed
Tuesday by President Bush. An
FBI spokesman, Bill Carter, had
no immediate estimate of when
the agency would begin releasing the material.
"It is essential that the American people be able to see the
fe"{j re~aining FBI records that
ha"e n<\t be~:till~~ed~io:-'tlfe
pu6liC' concerning this tragic
event in American history,"
Sessions said.
He said FBI files relating to
the assassination contain about
500,000 pages and that more
than 220,000 pages were made
public by 1978.
The latter figure "represents a
great majority of the information
contained in FBI files," Sessions
said.

(Ill
Panther's

transferred to Russian control, but long-range nuclear
weapons remain in Ukraine, Kazakhstan and Belarus.
Yevstafiev's department will be a branch of the
Foreign Intelligence Service, one of the agencies created out of the former KGB.
Yevstafiev also said today the Russian Security
Ministry acted correctly when it arrested a Russian scientist on charges of disclosing state secrets about
chemical weapons production.
The scientist co-authored an article published last
month in the weekly Moscow News that said the
Russian military had secretly tested the world's most
powerful binary chemical weapon earlier this year.
That would contradict Russian President Boris
Yeltsin's pledge that Russia was abiding by an agreement with the United States to destroy such weapons.
"I think that under current conditions, it is not so
easy for the Security Ministry to receive permission to
arrest somebody. If they have received such permission, they probably have some proof," Yevstafiev said.

CBS affiliates refuse
election projections
J -
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PORTLA'NO,'~Ore. : (AP) Three CBS television affiliates on
the West Coast say they will not
broadcast network projections of a
winner in the presidential election
until shortly before polls close in
the West. The network called such
a move a "tremendous disservice"
to the audience.
"We're very much aware of the
risk of losing viewers," said Mike
Schafbuch, general manager of
KOIN. "But I think maybe it's
time somebody set an example."
KVAL in Eugene and KXTV in
Sacramento, Calif., joined the
Portland station Tuesday in announcing they would delay joining the network's election coverage.
Rep. Ron Wyden, D-Ore., who
,, _has led ..a national effort to force
nelworks to delay projections
until polls close on the West
Coast, said turnout in Oregon in
1988 dropped sharply after CBS
predicted George Bush the winner
at 6: 17 p.m. PST.
"The stakes are so great, we
want to make sure that voters
believe their vote is really going
to count," Wyden said.
Tom Goodman, a CBS spokesman in New York, criticized the
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"We believe_,the.decision will •
result in a tremendous disservice
to their viewers," said Goodman.
"The election night results withheld from viewers will be available on radio and other television
stations, not only in those cities
but across the nation and around
the world. Our policy hasn't
changed. We won't report individual states until the polls close,"
Goodman added. "But it's very
difficult to have the information,
to know for a fact a president has
been elected, and not report it."
Jan Allen, news director at
KXTV, said her station would
carry only local coverage until
polls close at 8 p.m. PST.
KOIN and KVAL said they
would switch to network coverage
at 7:30 p.m. Schafbuch reasoned
that anyone planning to vote after
that would be en route.
KGW, the NBC affiliate in
Portland, said the decision would
not affect its plans to carry network coverage.
"We feel people will want to
know when a president of the
United States has been elected,"
said Brink Chipman, KGW news
director.

PENN AND TELLER

Thursday, November 5 8 p.m.

"llcketa at the Auembly Hell Box Office (Mon.-Frl. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. & Sat.-&11.
· d • N9f1tl 1~p:m.u:tt.t1111nt Union, 'llcketMaater (Including &lrgnet'8 & ·
· RON Reconla areal (217) ~·~or Charge: 1~17)~5000.
Add a $1 per llc:ket convenience charge on al phone ordels.
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Midgard Comics
Tues. 4-6 W-F 11-6 Sat. 12-6

Offering

~

TONIGHT!
20 oz. Jumbo
or

•New Comics
•Trading cards
•Action figures
•Subscription service
•Comic supplies
•Back issues
102 W. Lincoln Suite #2 348-8363

Long necks

HALLOWEEN PARTY
SATURDAY, Ocr. 31 sT
CONTEST FOR BEST COSTUME!
Something's Brewing ??

CHARGE IT!
THEDA/LY
EASTERN NEWS
is now accepting
Visa and Mastercard
for your advertising needs

Wear .A

Costume
Get A Prize!

1

Place $75
2nd - Place $50
3rd - Place $25
st -
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SIU-C closed for Halloween
CARBONDALE, (AP) - Four
years after a Halloween party of
25 ,OOO revellers nearly turned
into a riot, Southern Illinois
University-Carbondale students
and city officials expect this
weekend to be dull in comparison.
Things have improved so
much since 1988 that SIUC will
reinstitute its normal fall vacation
schedule next year and allow students to live on campus during
Halloween. In 1990, the school
began closing most of its residence halls for four days that
included Halloween, forcing
about 4,000 students to go home.
The dramatic turnaround is
due partly to students who realized their school's party reputation hurt more than it helped,
officials say.
Students realized that some of
their actions could hurt them
after college, "maybe through a
bad stigma associated with their
diploma," said Brad Cole, president of the SIUC student government.
Carbondale 's Halloween street'
party started as a Mardis Grastype celebration geared toward
families. But in 1988, chaos
erupted when groups of revellers
lobbed full beer cans at each
other and at police. One student
was stabbed and a woman was
raped.
Witnesses said another student
tried to bite the head off a dead

cat.
Police made nearly 200 arrests
and 45 people had to be treated
for minor injuries.
City and SIUC leaders, including students, began working
together to make future Halloween parties safer. Since outsiders were blamed for most of
the disruption, word was sent
throughout the Midwest that
Halloween in Carbondale was
dead and thirsty tourists ought to
stay away.
The city outlawed outdoor
drinking on the strip during
Halloween in 1989, and only
about 5,000 partiers showed up.
In 1990, that number trickled to
about 2,000.
Last Halloween, when rain
kept many away, only about 500
people spilled out of the bars
after closing time. Things still got
a little out of hand and police had
to spray several rowdy people
with tear gas. ·
The city council considered a
proposal to close, bars. f!Q.!i liq\lo,, stor~,early ;and~ban keg>saies this
' qffilfoween' night. But pressure by
businesses and students killed the
idea.
Next October, students will get
a one-day holiday on Oct. 18.
They'll also get their traditional week off during Thanksgiving,
instead of the three days they get
now.
"We really think the problems
are behind us and the plan is for

us to go back to our normal break
schedule," said Jean Paratore,

~~~~~~~ir~.ice

president for stu-

The potential for problems is
always near the surface. At this
April's 45th annual Springfest,
more than 200 people were
arrested and several cars demolished. University President John
Guyon has done away with the
on-campus affair.
Last Saturday, a melee involving drunken youngsters on the
strip forced police to break up
three fights. One squad car was
damaged by flying bottles and at
least three people were arrested.
Police will be in a "prevent
mode" beginning Thursday, said
Lt. Bob Goro. About 20 extra
officers will be called in for
Halloween night, beefing the
qepartment's strength to more
than 30 officers, Goro said.
One thing that may he.Ip ~lleviate the stress on the strip is that
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G&G Tour Brokers

PRESENTS

SPRING BREAK

''93''
Grand Bahamas
PALM BEACH FLORIDA/ DISNEY

"CALL TODAY FOR RESERVATION INFORMATION"

1-800-526-1993
G&G TOUR BROKERS HOUSTON TEXAS
G&G Is a member of the Greater South Houston
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ARRIVAL DAY 1 HILTON .l::IQIEJ.
INCLUDES FIRST DAY & NIGHT ACCOMMODATIONS
CRUISE: 8 hrs. aboard Palm Beach Cruise Lines
"VIKING PRINCESS" passage tickets, inc. Along with
shuttle transp. between port of Palm Beach and Hilton ... ,
Airport Palm Beach br~a!<fp;st;md ,unch, all ship board ~J
activities paid!
'
·
GRAND BAHAMAS: 4 days & 3 nights accommodations at THE SUN CLUB RESORT FREEPORT GRAND
BAHAMAS. $15ooan DISCOUNT MEALS & SHOPPING
BOOK INC. 2 Casino's, Horseback Riding, Golf, Tennis.
Plenty of "BEACH & BEER". 18 yrs. Legal Drinking Age!
Return Cruise 4th night aboard. Viking Princess with dinner INCLUDED!!
ORLANDO, FLORIDA: 4 days & 3 nights accommodations paid at FLAG SHIP INN. Location next to Disney
World, Epcot, Sea World.

Police say the woman was raped Sept. 16 by a
man who broke into her home and held a knife on
her. She said she asked him to wear a condom
because she feared sexually transmitted diseases.
Valdez told police he had sex with the woman
after hiding in her apartment and said she consented to have sex.
"She's the one who gave me the condoms. If
she didn't want to, why would she give me the
condoms?" he said.
Despite the first panel's refusal to indict, police
filed a burglary charge against Valdez.
The woman voiced outrage over the initial
refusal to indict the man. "I was raped by a man
and now I'm being raped by society," she said.
Earle said he didn't believe the woman's
actions should have precluded charges.
"We believe that whatever a woman has to do
to survive such a violent encounter cannot be held
against her and must not affect the legal case
against her attacker," he said.

Byrd's Cleaners

•

$7.45 with a Large (1&•) Pizza

Man -indicted in condom-rape case
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) - A grand jury Tuesday
indicted a man accused of raping a woman who
asked him to wear a condom. Another grand jury
had refused to bring charges last month, prompt~· · 1
ing
Joel Rene Valdez, 27, was indicted on charges
of aggravated sexual assault and burglary with
intent to commit aggravated sexual assault,
District Attorney Ronnie Earle said.
The grand jury recommended bond be set at
$100,000, and Valdez remained in Travis County
Jail. If convicted, Valdez faces a maximum sentence of life in prison.
The refusal of another grand jury to indict
Valdez set off protests from women's groups and
others, including a rally by about 100 people outside the county courthouse.
Grand jury proceedings are secret under law,
and prosecutors wouldn't discuss the reasons for
the first panel's action Sept. 30.
Earle 's office resubmitted the case to a second
grand jury.

$5 95
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the l!niversity .. of !llin?~s at•.. '' •
Orbana,,Chantpa1gn !J.S• having a
well-publicized party Saturday
night, students say.
"I think most people will be
heading up there to let out their
frustrations," said Vincent Boyd,
who writes for the school newspaper, The Daily Egyptian.
Jim Prowell, executive director
of the chamber of commerce,
said he has heard no complaints
from businesses about the reduced Halloween partying.
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The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following days newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled AFTER the 2 p .m.
deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All AdVel'.tis1ng S)!bmlt:
ted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OFFERED

TRAVEL
TRAINING/ScHOOLS

HELP WANTED

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYADOPTION: Make our dream
PROFESSIONAL
MENT-Make money teaching
come true . We can give your
PACKAGES . YOU CHOOSE
baby a hew home, financial secuDESIGN , TYPESTYLE AND
English abroad. Japan and Tairity , education , and a bright
wan. Make $2,000-$4,000+ per
PAPER . PATTON PRINTING ,
month . Many provide room &
future. Life in a small town with a
418
W.
LINCOLN,
loving family nearby, lots of love
CHARLESTON. 345-6331.
board + other benefits! Financial_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 12111
and laughter await a very lucky
ly & Culturally rewarding! For
CASH FOR GOLD-DIAMONDSInternational Employment probaby . Call Nancy and John at
(309) 696-2891 or our attorney,
GUNS-TV-VCRS-MOST ANYgram and application, call the
Theresa at (309) 692-1087.
THING OF VALUE. ALSO GLEAInternational Employment Group:
(206) 632-1146 ext. J5738.
11 /6
SON 'S COMPUTER SHOP·,
A..,---,L:--:0=:--:V:-:-J""N,--,G:c--::C,-.,.H.,..,O=-clc::C"'E,....:-,P"""R E G_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 11 /10
NEW AND USED COMPUTER
NANT? WORRIED? Childless,
SYSTEMS, ACCESSORIES AND
YOUTH MINISTRY ASSISTANT
Christian couple (both educators)
POSITION NEEDED: individual
. SOFTWARE. BUY, SELL AND
will provide fun-filled country
TRADE. UPTOWN ON SQUARE,
to assist with youth in ministry.
home complete with collie and
WEST SIDE. 348-1011. PAWN
Primarily working with Jr. and Sr.
High. Some contact with elemennursery. Call Karen/Tim 1-800SHOP
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/11
484-801 O (Code 1951) or Attortary children. Great experience
ney Glenna 1-800-241 -5384.
and terrific salary available for
T's Expert Keys. Typing . Free
_ _ca10/28,29,11 /2,6,9, 13,16,
interested and qualified individupick-up
and
delivery
in
al. Contact: Mary Bryant, First
Charleston. Same day service
Presbyterian church, Mattoon
available. Call 348-0627.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 11 /6
(217) 234-6722
STUDENTS. GET THE BEST!
11 /2
RESUMES, TYPING, COPIES.
ON-CAMPUS JOB , OFF-CAMFEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
CHARLESTON , COPY X. 219
PUS SALARIES. EIU Office of
FOR SP SEM . NANTUCKET
. ". -Lj ~COLN AVE . (Acro,ss from
Development looks to hire enerAPT. CALL TAMMY AT 348-5510
__ Cf'iEQ_l!_ UN l0~- C2_NE,)_~_4,5- t -getic students for Spring Telefund
OR KELLY AT 345-2363
6313.
; ,:, Pr0.9f8JJ1.!>,whicfl r~fluires ;:;tucients ,,
10/29
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 12/11
to work ::>unday through .Thur&day , ·
;,
TANS 10 for $25 or 1 for $3 ''The
evening (6-9 PM) 'ancl selected '
1...,;uL
Hair Depot", 5th & Railroad ,
Saturday mornings (9-12 Noon).
Charleston, 345-2975
No phone calls, please apply in
-=--..,,..---..,.--.,...-- ---,- - - -11/3
person to Nanditha BalasubramaQuality hair care for a great price!
nian , Telefund Coordinator, at
Appearance Beauty Boutique is
Brainard House.
~~-------10/29
15 minutes from Charleston ! A
total MATRIX Salon. Call for your
STURGEON TREE FARM :
appointment and directions
Needs dependable help for
today! (217) 346-3530. Martha
Christmas tree harvest. Call 345Rhoades Owner/Designer
6815.
.STEAMBO/!k
DECEllllER 12·19 • ~'Off 7 NIGHTS
'1••
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ 11 /5
JN4UARY 2·1f • ~ 6 Off 7 NIGHTS ,_.
Babysitter: 3rd shift 10 p.m.-7:30
VAIL/BEAVER C~
a.m. some 12 hrs. Call after 4
DECEllllER 14-21 • ~ ' Oii 7 NIGHTS
t
p.m. 345-7671.
MJARY 2·14 • ~ &Off 7 NIGHTS ,_.
181

WANTED

Bartenders wanted. Exper. preferred but not necessary. 141 o
Bway Mattoon 235-4743
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/2
NOW AVAILABLE: FIT and PIT
developmental trainer positions
on hour. 3-11 and 11-7 shifts.
4.90/hour. Apply in person. 738
18th Street Charleston. E.O.E.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 11/12

ADOPTION
RIDES/RIDERS

ROOMMATES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
LOST

&. FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Eastern News

The

oauy

CLASSIFIED

BRECKENRI~

&.!3!!!J
ANNUALDL
....,.....,
M.IAllY 2·14. ~ 6 Off 7 NIGH1ll ,..
1tth
cou.aourn

Wanted: Friends, Clubs, Teams,
Roommates, Organizations,
Greeks, and Anyone Else for
Warbler Group Pictures. Call
Cathy Myers at 581-2812
_ _ _ca10113-16,20-23,26-29

ACROSS

Ao FORM

Name: ________________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _StudentsD Yes D No
Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

Ad to read:

1 Out of harm's
way
5 Fin fifth
9"--lay..me
down . ..
13 Jai chaser
14 Not this
1e So be it
17 Half a prison
18 Love, in Lucca
19 Adolescent
20 Potato words
23 Hardy heroine
24 Done - - turn
25 Rate
28 Keyboard key
31 Growls
35Awn
37 Louis or Henri

....au

10U.fMI~

1·800-121·5911

39 A brother of
Curly
40 Potato words
44Had abite
u Juno, e.g.
48 Garfield' s treat
47 More irate
so Reply to a ques.
52 Some Siouans
53 "Neither a
borrower-. .. ": Shak.
55 Robin Cook title
57 Potato words
65 Not taped
66 Street show
67 Possess
68 Draft status
69 Hashemite
capital

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days._ _ _ _ _ _Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
Payment:

D

Cash

oc~eck

D Credit

Check number _ _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students wtth valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consewtive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

WTW0-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-10, 9

News
Murphy Brown
Different World

News
Ent. Tonight
Top Cops

News
Married ...
Delta
Room for two
Homefront

Quantum Leap

Designing
Jeffersons
Movie:
Police
Academy

Rhythm and Blues
Cheers
S1reet Stories
Win s
LA Law
Knots Landing
News

SportsCenter
Southern Miss.
at East Carolina

Murder She,
Wrote
Movie:
The Gunrunner

Prime Time Live

News
M•A•s•H

News

Comm. Pr

Current Affair

Johnny B

HISPANIC STUDENT UNION will cancel the meeting at 7 p.m.
Thursday in the Greenup room. There will not be a meeting this
week.
EIU ENGLISH MOTORING Society will have a meeting at 5 p.m
Thursday in the Union McDonalds. We will discuss writing of consti·
tution, organize a fall rally. New members welcome
PHI BETA SIGMA will have a spades tournament Nov. 5 in the
Rathskeller. There will be a $20 awarded to the winning tearn. For
more information, contact the Sigma House at 345-6784.
OASIS WILL MEET at noon in the Panther Lair of McDonald's.
S.C.E.C. WILL CANCEL the meeting at 6 p.m. Thursday. Instead
we will have 3 remaining meetings, Nov. 12, 19 and Dec. 3.
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL WILL have a weekly .meeting at 6
p.m. Thursday in 309 Coleman . New members always welcome.
DATA PROCESSING MANAGEMENT Association (DPMA) at 6:15
p.m . Tuesday in Lumpkin Hall. room 119. Anyone interested in
learning more about computers is welcome to attend.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS WILL accept entries for 3 on 3 Basket·
ball beginning Thursday from 2 p.m. to 1O p.m. at the Intramural
Desk in the SRC Lobby.
ETA SIGMA GAMMA will take pictures tor the yearbook at 4:45
p.m. Monday by the Union Bookstore stairs.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have reconciliation from 3:30
p.m . to 4:30 p.m. Thursday in the Newman Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have mass at 4:30 Sunday in
Coleman Hall Auditorium. New Catholic Center will not celebrate
, !)le 11 a.m . Mass Sunday.
, ', Tl:fE ')NESLEY FOUNDATION will have FREE Sunday Supper at 5
,. p.m. St'..i119ay;.at tMiYV.Ets[ey f..oundation Student Center. Everyone Is
;cwelcome , but'-pl~ase·come'by or call 348-8191 to Jet-us know you're
coming.
r
'
THE WESLEY FOUNDATION will have Lighthous e-from 9 p:in. to 1
a.m. at the Wesley foundation Student Center. The Lighthouse is
bar alternative. Music/dancing and tun begin at 9 p.m. Look tor tilt
flashing light across from Lawson Hall. Open every Friday night.
THE WESLEY FOUNDATION will have Bible Study at ~ :30 p.m
and 7:30 p.m. Thursday at the Wesley Foundation Student Center.
Everyone is welcome to participate in one or both of these Biblf
studies. (6:30 p.m.- various Christian Doctrines, "Know What Y
Believe." 7:30 - "Acts - Galationas). For more into, call 348-8191
We meet on Thursdays.
ARMY ROTC WILL conducting the Army physical fitness test at
p.m. at the archery mound. Uniform is your PT uniform.

Auto Racing

MacGyver

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run tree of charge one day only
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern N
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Ex
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be publis
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or con
conflicting information will not be run.

700rganic
compound
71 Attire
72 Jacks of clubs
73 Far from
shallow

DOWN
1 Obi, e .g .
2 Saturn
attachment
3 Punkahs
4 Popular date
time, more or
less
5 These are often
wild
&Thetops
7 Mess fare
8 Songsmith
Jerome
,
9 Hale o l""Detroit
10 Chinese sacred
mountain
11 Act like a
willow?
12 Motels'
ancestors
15 Caesura
21 Midler or Davis
22 Machine part
2SMaternal
appellations
a Sappho's Muse
27 Stair part
29 Inda-European
30 Call of the riled
32Acidtype

WILL-12, 12

35

40
44
47

71

33 W.W. II riveter
3'0ozes
38 Use a calculator
38 "Airways, - -·:
Dos Passes
41 Greensward
a One of the
Judds
43Tiedon
48 Ingratiate
49Gobad
51 Shriek

LIFE-13

Ill Gardner
This Old House

Fox 8, 55

Simpsons
Martin
Movie: Body of The Heights

News

Ask the Manager
Evidence
Mystery!

NightCrt

Being Served

Thirtysomething

Hi hlander
Movie: The

Stranger

Star Trek
To Be Announced
Studs

54--avis
HSigns
57 Off-ramp
warning
Sii Puipwood
source
HEyepart

DISC-9

eo Pack down
e1 Author
Bambeck
a Welles role
a Bacchanalian

cry
M Canine prot

WEIU-29, 51
ports ct1on
News
Little House
Bonanza

Maximum
Overdrive

Combat
Movie:
Cat's Eye
Movie

iNlo~
·..:;::.:...:.•.••.:.•.•

· ••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••••ocr.

Female roommate needed Spring
Semester. $150 mo. Own room.
Call 348-8082. Ask for Jen.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29
Roommate needed for Spring.
Own room, clean, nonsmoker,
close to campus. $165 month.
Julie 345-9701

Costumes for Rent-1 OO's of complete, custom costumes. Broadway Bazaar, 1406 1/2 Broadway,
Mattoon
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29

3 Formals - Various styles and
colors, Sizes 9-14 $50 or best
offer. 348-0189.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
1982 Yamaha Maxima 400, low
miles, good shape. $500 OBO.
345-3976
1211 l
--,,.8...,.3-H""""o..,..N""D...,.A---,-,IN"'"'T""'E"""R'""'c,....,E""'PTO R
750V45 INCLUDES ACCESSORIES. MUST SEEi $1,600.
OBO. CALL 348-1953

~-----..,.--12111

FOR SALE: Sega Genesis $135.
Blaupunkt Pull out car stereo cassette $125.00 348-0485. Glenn.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
Scooter and motorcycle- batteries
Rooms For Rent-Women Only.
$7.95 and up. Free testing. BatJan-May Lease (or Longer) 1808
tery Specialists. 1519 Madisoi:i.
Ninth St-Pat Novak. (708) 789345-VOLT (8658).
__ca10/20,22,27,2911/3,5, 10,
3772
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/11
Steroid alternatives at "HUGE"
Subleaser wanted for Spr. 93 for ' savings. Hot Stuff, Cybergenics,
Weider, Universal. NO ONE Sells
2 BR Apt. Pinetree Apts close to
for less! Free Catalog. Physical
campus. Heat included. Call
Attractions, Inc. 800-397-4777
Kevin 348-1278
-----~--11/20
1986 Mustang GT 5.0 5-speed
loaded. Runs Excellent. $4300
obo. 581-3671, Steve.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29
1978 Honda Hawk, CB400. $450
2 Scooters, 1 YAMAHA XC180
obo. Great condition. Call 348and 1 HONDA Elite LX50. Call
345-3758
1105.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
For sale '85 Dodge Colt/creme
1987 Suburu-GL two door, excellent condition, $2500. 1984 Mercheap transportation-Good Condition! $1200. obo 348-7864
cury Marquis wagon, 67,000 mi.,
$1200 OBO. 345-4471
Christa.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
~-------12111
Microwave oven for sale, $60.
4 bedside cabinets $10.00 each.
New lawnmower on.ly $80. CD's
Call
Jeff_
at_
345-3866.
__
_ _ _ _ 12111
$5. Call Tom 348-8516
Stereo & speakers-$60. b-ball
hoop/backboard-$30. Over-under
washer/dryer-$75 . 1Oa-2p. 3454426
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
Earnest Durrell come to The Daily
Eastern News 127 Buzzard to
pick up your pictures which you
lost.
-------c-=-10/29
Lost Foundation of Education
-~~~~-~~-l.112~ - Jex.t, LeQin Byzz~rd RQOIT\ 107.
CHEAP! FBl/U.S. SEIZED 89
MERCEDES, $200; 86 VW, $50;
87 MERCEDES, $100; 65 MUSTANG, $50. FREE lnformation-24
Hour Hotline. 801-379-2929
Copyright #IL 14KJC

~N~t blk,,~rJ.iekEtlr s-~~uA~laese-,eentachJ<>hn+,iar

. 15, $50; wrrlns bltle Jean jacket sz ' ris-422-1282 (I'll pay you for the
L, $15. 348-8545
----c-=c----~12111
Clinton/Gore & Carol Moseley
Braun Tee-shirts for $10.00 & up.
348-0030
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/4
1981 Suzuki GS1000L Very
Good Condition, $1300 OBO.
Call 581-3596

..,...,..,-~------=--12111

AKC Dalmatian puppies for sale 9
weeks old $100 each. 345-4808.
--------,--12111

-call) Reward $20.00.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29
LOST: Money clip, money and ID.
Keep money. Please call 3456120 to return clip and ID.

AST Volleyball: Get psyched for a
great intramural season!

Warbler Group Pictures will be
taken Nov. 1-7. For Appointments
or details call Cathy Myers at
581-2812.
ea 10/13-16,20-23,26-29
Get the gang together! Warbler
Group Pictures Nov. 1-7 in Union
Bookstore Lobby. Call Cathy
Myers 581-2812
_ _ _ca10/13-16,20-23,26-29
HALLOWEEN
COSTUME
RENTAL! Huge Adult Selection Very Reasonable Rates. Be smartl
Reserve
EarlyCall
___
__
_345-2617
_ _ 10/29

Kari-You're the best morn everl
Guitarist needed for established
Alpha Garn Love and mine, Niki · band playing vintage rock and
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/29
roll. Vocals a must. Call: 234T.J.: Get psyched for tonight. It is
4611 or 234-7097
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/2
gong to be a blast. Love, Renee
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/29
A-Phis, Tri-Sigs, and Sig Eps, last
The
night was a blast! The Men of
Delta Sigma Phi
Daily
,...,..,..===-.,....,------10/29
KARRIE CAPRIO: Congratulations on getting lavaliered to
TRAVIS SOUTHARD (Delta Tau
Delta) I TAU LOVE, Your Sisters
--__,..,_ _ _ _ _ 10/29

Volunteers Needed: Anyone
interested in ushering for the Parents Weekend Concert (Nov. 7)
please contact Carey Meyers
345-9436
11/5
'"'H-.,-A,....,N=D.,..,IC,-A,...,P""'P""'E""'D,---,-A77
W.,..,A'""R"""E=N ESS
PROJECT on Nov. 4th in the University Ballroom. Any individual
wanting to participate or desires
info. Call Kevin at 581-6524 or
Stacy at 348-1761.
,...,-.,----~-..,...,..--,-10/29
HALLOWEEN? Of Course!!!
JUST SPENCE'S 1148 6TH ST.
We specialize in 60's, 70's style
clothing, and accessories. OPEN
M-SAT, 1-6. 345-1469
---=-----~10/29
Is your Body changing colors like
the trees??? It's time to bring
back that tan-1 O sessions,
$23.00, M-F, 4-9 348-0357.
Jamaican Tan. Check out our
group t-shirt prices

TRICIA BILL: Congratulations on
getting lavaliered to DAVID
WICKENHAUSER (Sigma Chi at
IL Wesleyan)! Your AST sisters
are happy for you!
=~.,.----,,..,...,.,....,..,...,---10/29
DEL TA CHI-Have a safe fall
break and get excited for PhiEsta Bowll Practice on Mondayyour coaches love you! Kelly and
Susan
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29
Jen Raymond, Congrats on your
internship! Look out "Real World"!
AGS Love, Mindy

-=-=----~---11/3

SEAN DEMPSEY of Sigma Pi:
Thanks for being a great football
coach! Love, the ASTs
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29
To the Best Mom and Dad: CONGRATULATIONS Shelly and
Blake on getting pinned Sigma
Love, your Daughter Kathy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29

~
s. 1 ~

~9

Paige Hood, #1 Mom-Thank you
for being there Friday night &
thanks for the ghost. I love my
morn and dad. Sigma Love, Beth
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29

Eastern News

Subscription Form

,..,.---,-,-,~----.,-,........,-10/29

Hey Wulffbutt, Happy 21st! "FIRE
UP FOR BONDING" on Friday!
Love, The Ladies of 1533.
------~-10/29
BLAKE STONE: I had a great
time at D-Chi date dash! You are
truly the BEST dream man in the
world. ASA LOVE, SCHMEL
10/29

Name:
Address:
State: __._Zip:

.City:
Phone:
Date:

,

The Daily Eastern News now accepts

'

Renew:

(

LENGTH OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Summer _ _ Fall _ _Spring _ _Full Year - - $32

$16

$32

Amount Paid $

$60

- -Check_ _

Cash

Make checks payable to:

~S--,IG_M_A_C_H-IS_:_H_A_V_E_A-HAPPY

HALLOWEEN AND A GREAT
FALL BREAK! LOVE, SUSIE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29
Hey Phi Sigs-Won't you be my
neighbor? I had a great time
when we went "Back to Childhood". Hope you did too! LITP,
Corie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29

New:

r

Student Publications
127 Buzzard Building
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920

CHANGE OF ADDRESS:
Name:

VISA and MasterCard

Address:

for all your advertising needs.
For more information, call 581-2812.

..

"'~~r.!!"'

city:

·state:

;r. -

Zip:·

t .....

·~..- .•

Phone:
~

Calvin a-nd Hobbes
SUSIE, 00 iO\J Wf\t-lt TO
TRri..ot CAl'\MN N~PALVI
BUBBLE. G\Jt-i\ Cf>..R05 ?

by Bi 11 Watterson

ArtER C\.\t.WlNG AL~O'Sf
$ 20 WoR.nl Of: GIJI'<\, l''JE
CO\.LE.C\t.O AU.. 1\.\E CA~

tXCt.l'T K\J\.\BfR'S S A.NI>

l IX»l't Cbllt..CT
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GUM CAROS.
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IT l'#i\JST Bf t>£~t."'SSI~
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I'll \RAI.)£. ~O\J AN'{ l>\Jl'LI ·
CA\£ ~ f ITl-\t.R cr; 1\-\()<)t .
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I

I
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'SELL SHORr
SAVE·LONG'

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The

W&U., Wt
/IJANTWlD
AfJRK {1Jf77-{ HIM,
BRING HIM INTO
TH& F/J.Ml/..Y OP
NATIONS. 711/S
WAS86FOPE H&
IUAS IN H/5 Bl<IJ- 7At- 11/CTlflVR.
MOO&.

Da~ly

Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *

BUT He WAS
GA55!NGH/5

OWN PeOPU.

/

51.JRe, He
IAl&NT NftSATIVB,
BUTUXJI<.
IRAQI RJ/..!71CS

AJ<eROU6H.
OIPN'TAPPROV&,
BUTH&Y.--........

•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
*THE 1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVIDUAL WHO WISHES TO .s.fil..!: AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3
ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED .

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __
Dates to run --~--------

Message:

(one word per line)

Under Classification of: FOR SALE

~erson

accepting ad _ _ __

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor_ _ __
No. words ays

Amount ue:$

the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN@
YOU WANT AN A5$t6NMENT ~ GET ME.
A f'HOTO OF PAREPEVIL -- WITHOUT
HI$ MA$K/

HOW ABOUT A FLYIN6
WITH IT$
f'll..OT AND CRE:W ~

SAJ./&ER--

By Stan Lee

The Dally Eastern News

Thursday, October 29, 1992
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-FALL REGISTRATION BILLS
Fall registration tuition/fee bills were
mailed earlier this month. If you received a
deferment during registration, or had a partial scholarship, you should have received
a bill. If you did not receive a bill, please
contact the Registration Office immediately
to verify your address and billing status.
Tuition bills were mailed to the local
address unless you notified us at the
beginning of the semester to mail them to a
different address.
Michael D. Taylor, Director
Registration

CONSTITUTION EXAMINATION
The last Constitution Examination this
semester will be given on Tuesday,
December 1. This examination applies only
to students seeking to graduate under a
catalog PRIOR to 1992-93. Register in person from 11 am to 3 pm Monday through
Friday at the booth in the Union Bookstore
Lounge; bring a photo ID (driver's license
preferred) and $2 for the fee. The registration period for this exam is November 4 November 24.
You may retake this exam as many
times as necessary to pass, but on scheduled dates only.
David Dodd, Director
Testing Services
HEALTH STUDIES
COMPETENCY EXAM
The Health Studies Competency
Examination will be given on Thursday,
November 12. This examination applies
only to students seeking to graduate under
a catalog PRIOR to 1992-93. Register in
person from 11 am to 3 pm Monday
through Friday at the booth in the Union

Bookstore Lounge; bring a photo ID (driver's license preferred) and $2 for the fee.
The registration period for this exam is
August 26 - November 5.
You may take the Health Studies
Competency Examination ONLY ONCE.
David Dodd, Director
Testing Services

DROP DEADLINE
The deadline for. dropping a class or
withdrawing from the Univetsity is FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER 6. The student will receive
either "WP" or a "WF" at the discretion of
the instructor of the class.
Be sure to call in on the Touch-Tone
System at least 15 minutes before dosing
time.
Michael D. Taylor, Director
Registration
STUDENT & GRAD ASSISTANT
PAYDAY
OCTOBER PAYDAY WILL BE FRIDAY,
OCTOBER 30, 1992. CHECKS WILL BE
DISTRIBUTED AS USUAL. SUPERVISORS WILL DISTRIBUTE STUDENT
CHECKS, CASHIERS' OFFICE WILL DISTRIBUTE GRAD ASSISTANT CHECKS.
CHECKS WILL NOT BE RELEASED
EARLY.

Charlotte Castle Student &Grad Assistant Supervisor

.

.

FALL 1992 COMMENCEMENT
Fall 1992 Commencement will be held in
Lantz Gymnasium at 2 p.m. on Sunday,
December 13. Rehearsal will be at 2 p.m.
on Friday, December 11, in Lantz
Fieldhouse.
An informational Commence_ment
"Guide" and cap_!gown ordering instructions

Pizza o.f the Week

were sent to graduation candidates at their
permanent addresses October 21. The
deadline for mail order of caps and gowns
will be ON November 13. Guest tickets for
friends and family will be required for the
first time. Read the Guide carefully for
instructions regarding receipt of tickets.
Extra Guides for students, faculty or staff
are available in the wall rack by the Union's
candy counter or in the Commencement
Office.
Dr. Maurice Shepherd will be honored as
Faculty Marshal, representing the College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences. All faculty are
urged to participate in the ceremony. If faculty need to rent regalia, they should contact the Commencement Office prior to
November 13.
The Commencement Office is on the
second floor of Linder/Alumni House (1544
Fourth Street, 581-6892). The answering
machine will give various Commencement
information, as well as take messages.
Brenda Cuppy
Commencement Coordinator
PERKINS/NDSL BORROWERS

If you are graduating or do not plan to be
at least a half-time student at EIU next
semester, it is mandatory to complete an
exit interview. Failure to do so will result in
a COMPLETE HOLD being placed on
your university record.
Jnterviews ,wiJI be held in tt:ie ,Collection
Office, South side of Old Main, Cashier's
entrance, on November 16 and 17, 1992.
YOU MUST SCHEDULE YOUR
APPOINTMENT. This can be done by contacting the Collection Office at 581-3715.
Frances Harris
Collection Specialist

HAPPY HALLOWEEN!
TO A WEAK PERSON: IF I WEAR FISHNET FOR HALLOWEEN, WILL YOU
GET BETWEEN MY SHEETS?

BILLY BOB: We Want Body Painting For
Halloween. Can You Paint? Call Thelma
and Louise.

Matt Sergent: does the word duh mean
anything to you? Love your FRIENDS
and euchre.partners.

FDWS! Have a Happy Halloween and a
Great Break! The Wicked Wttch of the West.

S.E.S.S. ITS THE GREATEST FEELING
IN THE WORLD. BUT I GUESS YOU
ALREADY KNOW THAT! JMA

Pie-SlammaMedium Jamma

$7 •99

Pepperoni

Sausage Slam Dunk a Second Pie
at only 112 Menu Price

Jalapefi'o

Oct. 26 - Nov. 1

Dine-in or Delivery

(optional)
Free Quart of Pepsi
with Jalapeno Topping

105 W. Lincoln
345-7711

Wouldn't it be great if every Illinois school child
could bring home an A+ on his or her report card?

Q
.

.

.

You're the monstrous 20! Happy Birthday
and Happy Halloween. Have a batty
great time! Love, Krista & Jen.
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HAPPY HALLOWEEN to all my favorite
HUNTAS, especially HANS. Let's get
freaky. Love, Franz.

LJ

Darrell-I'm calling a carpenter. My bed
is broken and I can't get up!?
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Have a /'rightfully good time at
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;; the best QB's in town
•
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$1 Boo bottles (Lite & MGD)

If your bottle has a ghost
on it, you· can WIN A _PRIZEI

Also: 25<t jalapeno sausage

10<t hot dogs

Open Friday ~ Saturday

Education is a top priority for Rep. Mike Weaver.
As an experienced classroom teacher, Mike Weaver
knows first-hand the importance of state funding for
our schools. As minority spokesman for education in
the Illinois House of Representatives, Mike Weaver
has fought for additional money for our schools as well
as making.tire •State aid f<)rmµla.fairer for all schools.
2 Epr.his ~ofii)llitment, Mike Weaver has been
endorsed by the Illinois Education Association.

On Tuesday, Nov. 3, Re-Elect

Mike Weaver
Republican, 106th Legislative District
Paid for by Citizens to Elect Mike Weaver, Doyle Anderson, Treasurer

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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SPRING BREAK "93
They Are So HOT!!!

Cancun-$429/629 quadl
lxtapa-499 quad

CALL
NOW

I

REsE~efTioNs Nassau-499 quad
· S. Padre-180
301

w.

Air on1y

•

25

Bud .& Bud Light

Tall Boys 16oz ,11!~~1,
"T,ry these King Cans"

CAMPUS

Thursday, October 29, t 992

Women
t From page 12
two talented guards returning.
Freshman Nicky Polka started 22
games at the point and senior
Karen Mccaa, who was second on
the team with 19 three-pointers,
returns to play the off-guard position.
"We have great kids and a lot of
enthusiasm on the team," Hilke
said. "We also have a strong commitment from the players."
The clear favorite to capture the
Mid-Con is Northern Illinois. The
Lady Huskies received 223 points
in the voting, far ahead of preseason runner-up Wisconsin-Green
Bay, which tallied 192 points.
Valparaiso was picked third, followed by Youngstown State,
Wright State, Cleveland State, the
University of Illinois-Chicago and
Western Illinois, which was picked
to finish below Eastern.
Two reasons why Northern
Illinois is the early favorite are
Cindy Conner and E.C.- Hill. Bot.lb
are· members 'ofd'he -~~se~tllf'alln~ft~ ) rilfJ 1 ~..11\"tQ~ ';>
If::_'·••· I co..,efjfnc~ ~iiW fiyauuig ~into their ·
junior seasons. Conner averaged
18.4 points per game and 7.1
rebounds last year and has a double-digit scoring streak of 32
games. Hill competed in the U.S.
Olympic Festival in 1991 and
helped earn a silver medal for the
North Team. She lead the Huskies
last year with 113 assists and 76
steals, while averaging 14.5 ppg.
N othern Illinois coach Jane
Albright-Dieterle, who is in her
ninth season coaching the Lady
Huskies, is optimistic about the
upcoming year.
"We have our best players
returning and we're excited about
the year," Albright-Dieterle said.
;J

••
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1992-93 Mid-Continent Conference
Preseason Basketball Standings
Men

Women

1. Illinois-Chicago
2. Wright St.
3. Cleveland St.
4. UW-Green Bay
5. Northern Ill.
6. EASTERN
7. Valparaiso
8. Western Ill.
9. Youngstown St.

1. Northern Ill.
2. UW-Green Bay
3. Valparaiso
4. Youngstown St.
5. Wright St.
6. Cleveland St.
7. Illinois-Chicago
8. EASTERN
9. Western Ill.

Preseason All-Conference Teams ·
Men
Gravelle Craig
Bill Edwards
Sherrell Ford
Tracy Gipson
Kenny Williams

CSU
WSU
UIC
Val.
UIC

Women
Sr. G
Sr. F
So. F
Sr. G
Jr. G

Debbie Bolen
Sherie! Brown
Cindy Conner
Angela Gilbert
E.C. Hill

Val. Sr. G
EIU Sr. C
NIU Sr. G
UIC Sr. F
NIU Jr. G
\.
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*From page 12
15.7 points per game a year ago.
One player who is expected to
have an immediate impact in the
league is sophomore Sherrell Ford.
The 6-7 forward was part of the
1991 Proviso East High School
state championship squad. and was
named as an all-conference pick.
"Sherrell Ford has already been
selected to the all-conference team
and he hasn't even scored a point
or pulled down a rebound," said
Hallberg. "He's a very exciting
player and will be one of the top
players in the conference eventually."
The Raiders of Wright State
boast preseason league most valu"

~

.

able player Bill Edwards and Sean
Hammonds, who are both back for
their senior campaigns. Edwards,
considered a pro prospect, averaged 20.9 points per contest last
season to lead the league and eight
rebounds , which was second
behind former Eastern star Barry
Johnson. Hammonds led the conference in field goal percentage in
1991-92 with a .592 mark and netted 12.7 ppg.
The league will expand to 10
teams next year with the addition
of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. This
marks the initial season of MidCon competition for Youngstown
State.

,
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Steve Ferguson

TONIGHT!
No Cover

25~
Democrat
University of Illinois
~ottag0..ef4.aw 1982

,
*Proven Trial E~eri<ince *:
Paid for by Steve Ferguson
For Coles County States Attorney

Dozen Sweetheart Roses

s1s.e
Dozen Vased Long Stem Roses

$25.94
Our Voice ... For a

Noble
Flower Shop

CHANGE.

503 Jefferson , ·
North of Post Office

State Representative • 106th District
Paid for by Citizens for
Carolyn Brown Hodge
Page Patrick, Treasurer
czm=======~~~~~~--'

345-7007.
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MILLION DOLLAR
JEWELRY SALE

-----------

10%
off

Bring This Coupon in
For an additional

10 °/o Qff
Any Fine Jewelry Purchase
Tuesday, October 27
5p.m.-9p.m. only

10%
off

-----------

Mon.-Fri. 10-9
Sat. 8-9 -Sun. 12-5
~ •·
~

-

JCPenney Salon-235-8515
store-235-3101
FASHIONCOMES
TOLIFE™

~~~C-~;~T~~~y

-348-1531
Catalog Orders
1-800-222-6161

•
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Hoop teams have something to prove
1st-teamer
Brown ·leads
No. 8 women

Young men's squad
picked to finish 6th
By KEN RYAN

By KEN RYAN

Sports editor

Sports editor

CHICAGO
Eastern 's
women's basketball team will
have to surprise a lot of coaches
if it hopes to make an impact in
its initial season in the MidContinent Conference.
The Lady Panthers were
picked to finish eighth in the
preseason polls by league coaches. Eastern coach Barb Hilke,
who has had only one losing season going into her 14th campaign
at the Lady Panther helm,
believes her team will be better
off in the new conference.
"It's an excellent opportunity
being in the Mid-Continent
Conference," Hilke said. "It just
shows how women's basketball
has come a long, long way."
Eastern, which finished with a
4-14 record in the Gateway
Conference last year and an 8-19
overall mark, will rely on preseason first-team member Sherie!
Brown to pave the way.
T,he 5-foot-11 senior center
averaged 15.7 points per game,
7.8 rebounds per game and had
16 games in which she scored in
double-figures.
Tbe Lady Panthers also have .

t Continued on page 11

FILE PHOTO

Senior guard Eric West will look to guide a youthful Panther squad
during the 1992-93 cage season. Eastern was picked to finish sixth in
the Mid-Continent Conference by league coaches.

CHICAGO - Eastem's men's
basketball team may have made
its first ever appearance in the
NCAA Tournament last season,
but coaches around the MidContinent Conference do not
thin~ tpe Panthers will make a
<ew~ ;rip tQ.is year, acc;ordi~g; to
preseason pi:e~ic~oris.. r 1 , • r ri•After losfng five semors 1,
including four starters, the
Panthers are picked sixth in the
nine-team league.
Eastern, which was bounced
from the postseason tourney by
Indiana, will sport a new look this
season.
"We're coming off of a season
of great excitement," said
Panther head coach Rick
Samuels. "The problem is ... the
players that played .an important
role last year are gone. We 're a
young team and we will look to
(senior guard) Eric West and
(junior center) Curtis Leib to be
the leaders.
"Some other kids to watch on
our team are (sophomores)
Derrick Landrus, Louis Jordan
and Andre Rodriguez and two
kids from Rockford Boylan Johnny Hernandez and Michael
Slaughter."
Hernandez, a point guard, and

• Preseason polls
and all-conference
teams. Page 11
Slaughter, a post player, led
Boylan to a fourth-place finish in
the state of Illinois last year.
Another player with some experience, is, fif,th-year se)lior Derek
Kelfy' ~ one, of the top returning
shot blockers in the Mid-Con.
Illinois-Chicago, which was
beaten by Eastern in the postseason league tourney last year, was
picked as the favorite in the closest balloting in league history.
Wright State was selected second,
followed by Cleveland State,
Wisconsin-Green Bay, Northern
Illinois, Eastern, Valparaiso,
Western Illinois and Youngstown
State.
"It's a nice honor to be picked
first in the conference," said
Flames' coach Bob Hallberg.
"And it'll be a challenge to live
up to it."
Rf t1-1rpipg fi:ff fh~ fJame~
first-team all-conference p
former Kenny Williams. The
foot-10 guard from La grange
the lone double-digit scorer
for UIC. Williams knocked do

* Continued on page 11

Football Panthers invade Volleyball team hit
No. 1O Youngstown State road for 4 matche
By JEFF GLADE

By KEITH FARROLL
Associate sports editor

Eastern 's football team will
be making its final roadtrip of
the season at 12:30 p.m.
Saturday when it tq1vels '. to
YoungstoV(n, Ohio;·to1take. on
the defending national champion Penguins of Youngstown
State.
The Panthers, who are 3-5
overall and 1-4 in the Gateway
Football Conference, will be
looking forward to get the travel
season over with. They have
won one game one the road in
the past two years. That came in
a 14-9 victory at Austin Peay in
this year's season opener.
But Eastern coach Bob Spoo
believes his team can break that
jinx at any moment.
"I think we are as capable as
anybody (on our schedule),"
Spoo said. "I think we have
earned people's respect to a certain extent." The Panthers have
lost three games this year which
were decided in the final minutes.
Youngstown State, which is
5-2 overall and ranked No. 10 in
Division I-AA, is coming off a
disappointing loss to unranked
Northeastern University two
weeks ago. It was idle last
Saturday.

Gateway Football Conference
Team

League Overall

W LT WL T
SMSU
300 530
North. Iowa
200 700
West.lff.
· 310 530
Illinois St.
230 3Slt
Indiana St.
120350
South. Illinois 130350
EASTERN
140350
Thursday's game
Southern at W. Kentucky .
Saturday's games
EASTERN at Youngstown St.
Illinois St. at Western
Indiana St. at Northern Iowa

"They have had a couple
weeks now to prepare for us,"
Spoo said. "They should be
ready for us and there is no
telling what they are going to
do."
Youngstown poses a powerful
offense led by quarterback Nick
Cochran, the ninth-ranked passer in I-AA passing efficiency
statistics. Tailback Tamron
Smith, the Penguins' leading
rusher with 778 yards on the
season will test the Panther
defense, as well. And Herb
Williams, the Penguins' leading
receiver with 36 receptions for
627 yards and four touchdowns
is a threat.
"My image of the them is a
ran-at-you-for-four-yards-in -acloud-of-dust team," Spoo said.

"They mix it up. They like to
run and their quarterback is
good. There is no end (to the
type of offenses Youngstown
State runs.)"
::1!~~p~~sonnel which will
c:tefentl against the Penguins'
attack will be in full effect. A
key figure back in the lineup is
freshman linebacker Tim
Carver. Carver, who is coming
off a knee injury, is the team's
second leading tackler.
"We are the healthiest we
have been all year," Spoo said.
Eastern quarterback Jeff
Thorne will try to take advantage of the Penguins' defense,
which is giving up 23 points per
game.
Thorne is coming off one of
his best performances last weekend at Southwest Missouri State
where he was 20 for 35 for 298
yards and a touchdown. The 298
yards was a career high for the
junior form Wheaton.
Spoo said he hopes his players will not hang their heads
after coming off a pair of losses
to conference opponents.
"It is hard to be up every
week so I hope this is not a
down week for us," Spoo said.
"I think the players feel good to
the extent that they know they
can play with anyone."

Staff writer

It will be the busiest weekend
of,µte s,efl.~en 1 f2~,P,is: Eastern vol~)R~~ll ~qul\<,!," ali, the Lady
Panthers will square off in four
matches at four different sites in
only three days. Coach Betty
Ralston also thinks it may be the
most successful weekend of the
year.
The Lady Panthers will go on
the road to face DePaul Thursday,
Wisconsin-Green Bay on Friday,
and then have a rare two-site doubleheader on Saturday against
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
and
Marquette University. Despite
being on the road, Ralston will be
happy with nothing but four victories.
"All this week in practice,
everybody has been loose, and
I've been telling them that I hope
they are ready for some wins,"
said Ralston. "We just have to go
all out and not take anybody
lightly. If we do that we should
win all four games .. . in fact, I
won't be satisfied if we don't
come home with four wins."
The biggest match of the weekend will come on Friday, with
Wisconsin-Green Bay being the
only Mid-Continent Conference
foe Eastern will face. The
Phoenix are out of the race for the

conference tournament with a l
Mid-Con record, but would l
to log an upset over one of
league leaders.
<
~ ','Qreen ,Bay just lost
Western Illinois in a tough fi
game match and have been pla
ing a lot stronger their last
matches," noted Ralston. "At
point they have nothing to I
and would love to knock off a
team in the conference, like
and play the role of spoiler.
will be a lot more dangerous
they were the first time we f
them."
One big benefit for Eastern
that they will go into the wee
at I 00 percent with the return
middle-hitter Kim Traub. T
will still see only limited
still not at full strength from
sprained thumb, but Ralston
confident the J...ady Panthers
sweep the weekend wi
whomever they put on the court.
"Having everybody back h
been a big boost for the wh
team, and Kim has been practic
ing well - although her timi
has been a little off," not
Ralston. "We have the depth td
do well this weekend no mattet!
who we put on the court, though;'
That is why I won't be satisfi
with less than four wins th"
weekend"

